TRORC VPSP2
2022
state & town highway bridges
RITA SETO, SENIOR PLANNER
POTENTIAL PROJECTS 150% LIST

VPSP2 Focus

List of Capital Projects

project delivery schedule
Evaluation Criteria

Previous Prioritization

- 80% VTrans (Engineering)
- 20% RPC (Community)

System Preservation, Safety, Energy/Multi-modalism, Economic Development, Social/Cultural Importance, Alternate Routes, Flood Vulnerability, Miscellanea

VPSP2

- Safety 20
- Resiliency 10
- Asset Condition 20
- Environmental 10
- Mobility/Connectivity 15
- Regional 10
- Economic Access 10
- Health Access 5

Transportation Value 100
List generated from VTrans Asset Management System – hence Asset Driven projects

RPCs and TACs are tasked to review this list, evaluate the 4 criteria scores and update preliminary transportation value.
State Highway Bridges
Potential Asset Driven
UNRANKED
Town Highway Bridges
Potential Asset Driven
UNRANKED
Regionally Driven Potential Projects

Town Highway Bridges:
- Bethel BR45 on Peavine Rd
- Sharon BR15 on River Rd
NEXT STEPS

➢ Rita will prepare / review initial ranking data of the bridge projects and mail hardcopies to TAC, road foreman and Selectboard next week.

➢ Please reach out with any questions/clarifications.

➢ Inquire on Regionally Driven bridge projects – we can evaluate the proposed bridge with the 8 criteria to see where they rank.

➢ May TAC meeting is when TAC approve final list to recommend to TRORC Board – end of May meeting. Once approved, submit to VTrans.
QUESTIONS?